what had hitherto been bounded (in a cemetery, at a defined war memorial) or private (grief) leaching out into everyday public space. More than uncomfortable, it can be experienced as tasteless, even disgusting. The new public mourning thus comprises matter (memorials, emotions) that, for critics, is out of place (Douglas, 1966; Petersson, 2005) . The debate has focussed on grief, which many feel should remain private, invading public arenas, and is similar to debates on the 'permissive' society: some welcome a less repressed approach to sex; others, while not disapproving of sexuality, consider it should remain within the boundary of the marital bedroom and not dominate the media, fashion and advertising.
Burial not in a public cemetery or churchyard, but in your own garden or on other private land breaks conventional boundaries, not by making public what normally is private, but by making intensely private what normally is public. Burial on private land is extremely rare in the United Kingdom, but it is legal (Bradfield, 1993) and of considerable theoretical interest. Does it disturb people because it fails to place the dead in a conventional death place, or is it acceptable because the grave is private, not in the public's face? What does burial on private land tell us about the shifting boundaries of contemporary death (Howarth, 2000) , its public and private faces (Mellor, 1993) ?
Ever since the Christianisation of Europe, it has been normal for Britain's dead to be buried in churchyards or other Christian burial grounds.
1 From the mid-nineteenth century, cemeteries have supplanted churchyards as the normal place of disposal, augmented in the twentieth century by crematoria. So are garden and field burials matter out of place (Douglas, 1966) ? Are they an example of highly charged heterotopia (Foucault, 1984 ) -a term borrowed from medicine meaning the presence of a tumour in a place where one would not normally be found (Petersson, 2005: 73) ? Is a body in your garden abject, an object of horror (Kristeva, 1982) ? Are unbounded dead bodies as disturbing as unbounded dying bodies (Lawton, 1998)? Or, are garden burials part of a culturally accepted romantic Rousseauian tradition? Jean-Jacques Rousseau was initially buried in 1778 (before removal in 1794 to the Panthéon) in a garden tomb on the isle of poplars in the garden at Ermenonville outside Paris. The garden was planned by Rousseau's patron Count Louis-René Girardin, who was inspired by Rousseau's philosophy of the nobility of nature, and is one of the first French gardens designed in the informal English style. Rousseau's island burial, connecting wild nature and grief, tapped into the heart of Romanticism and the new worship of nature (McManners, 
